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Oscar Wilde, one of the most prominent figures in English literature, is renowned
for his wit, charm, and unique writing style. As an aspiring writer or literature
enthusiast, mastering the art of writing about his works can be a valuable skill.
Whether you are a student working on an assignment or a passionate reader who
wants to delve deeper into Wilde's literary genius, this comprehensive guide will
equip you with all the necessary tools to effectively write about Oscar Wilde.

Understanding Oscar Wilde

In order to write about Oscar Wilde, it is crucial to have a solid understanding of
his life and the historical context in which he lived. Wilde was born in Dublin,
Ireland, in 1854 and became a prominent playwright, novelist, and poet during the
late Victorian era. His works often challenged societal norms and explored
themes such as wit, aesthetics, and the duality of human nature.

When writing about Oscar Wilde, it is helpful to explore the influences that
shaped his writings. Wilde was greatly influenced by the Romantic movement,
which emphasized individualism and imagination. Additionally, his love for Greek
mythology and his admiration for the works of Walter Pater and John Ruskin
played significant roles in shaping his unique writing style.
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Choosing a Topic

The first step in writing about Oscar Wilde is to choose a topic that intrigues you.
Consider exploring one of his famous plays like "The Importance of Being
Earnest" or "Lady Windermere's Fan," or critically analyze one of his notable
essays such as "The Critic as Artist" or "The Decay of Lying." By selecting a topic
that captivates your interest, you will have a greater enthusiasm and investment
in your writing.

Keep in mind that Oscar Wilde's works are multi-faceted, which allows for various
angles of analysis. You can focus on exploring Wilde's use of wit, his reflections
on society and morality, or even delve into the queer subtext in his works.
Choosing a specific aspect that resonates with you will help you produce a more
compelling and insightful piece of writing.

Research and Analysis

An in-depth analysis of Oscar Wilde's works is essential to writing about him
effectively. Start by thoroughly reading the chosen work or works, paying
attention to the language, themes, and underlying messages. Take note of
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significant quotes, metaphors, and symbols, as they often reveal deeper
meanings within the text.

In addition to reading the primary text, it is crucial to engage with secondary
sources such as scholarly articles, critical analyses, and biographies. These
resources will provide valuable insights into the historical, social, and cultural
context of Wilde's works. They will also introduce you to different schools of
thought and interpretations surrounding his writing, stimulating your own critical
thinking.

As you conduct your research, make sure to take clear and organized notes. This
will help you keep track of your ideas, supporting evidence, and references for
future citation. Jot down any interesting observations or questions that arise
during your analysis, as they will serve as valuable starting points for your writing.

Incorporating Critical Perspectives

In order to elevate your writing and provide a comprehensive understanding of
Oscar Wilde's works, it is important to engage with critical perspectives. Consider
incorporating the views of renowned literary critics such as Harold Bloom, Camille
Paglia, or Wilde's contemporaries like Arthur Symons. By including a range of
opinions, your writing will demonstrate a well-rounded analysis of Wilde's works.

Do not be afraid to voice your own original insights and interpretations. While it is
important to acknowledge existing critiques and theories, offering your own
perspective will give your writing a unique touch. Craft a thesis statement that
presents your main argument or perspective, ensuring it is supported by evidence
from both primary and secondary sources.

Structuring Your Essay



A well-structured essay is crucial to effectively convey your ideas about Oscar
Wilde. Begin with a clear and concise that provides an overview of Wilde's life
and works, as well as your main argument or thesis statement. This will orientate
the reader and give them a glimpse of what to expect in your essay.

Organize your body paragraphs around distinct ideas or themes related to Oscar
Wilde's works. Each paragraph should begin with a topic sentence that
introduces the main point of that section. Support your claims with evidence from
the text and incorporate analysis and critical perspectives to strengthen your
arguments.

In your , summarize your main findings and restate your thesis statement in a
fresh and concise manner. Reflect on the significance of Wilde's works and their
relevance in today's society. Avoid introducing new information in your , as this
section should provide a satisfying closure to your essay.

Editing and Proofreading

After completing your initial draft, take the time to thoroughly edit and proofread
your essay. Check for grammatical errors, awkward phrasing, and ensure that
your ideas flow cohesively. Reading your essay aloud can help you identify any
errors or areas that need improvement.

Make sure to diligently cite your sources using the appropriate referencing style.
Whether you are using MLA, APA, or Chicago style, consistent and accurate
citations are essential to maintaining academic integrity.

Writing about Oscar Wilde offers a fascinating opportunity to explore the rich
literary contributions of this extraordinary author. By understanding Wilde's life,
conducting thorough research, engaging with critical perspectives, and structuring
your essay effectively, you will be able to craft a compelling piece of writing that



captures the essence of his works. So, grab your pen and embark on an exciting
journey into the captivating world of Oscar Wilde!
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A guide to writing about the works of the English author offers instructions for
composing different types of essays and contains literary criticism for such pieces
as "The Picture of Dorian Gray," and "The Importance of Being Earnest."
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